"Off To The Races"

Contest

Each member gets $100 (virtual) to bet on another member to lost the next week. If the person who has the bet placed on them loses, the "better" doubles their money, if they maintain, the $ amount stays the same, if they gain, the "better" loses their money.

While we all know that you should be losing weight for yourself, it's kind of fun to remember that if you gain, you lose somebody some dough!

The game can run for up to 6 weeks, you can determine the winner by several different means: Those who generate the most money (by losing) and possibly give a prize to the person who "won" the most money (by betting well).

One TOPS member let her money ride on the same person for the full 6 wks, and netted herself $3200. Bet that was a great virtual shopping trip! :)

You can put some restrictions on the bets, such as, you can only bet on 1 person at a time, and only in $10 increments (this keeps things easier on the "bookie")